Global Financial Sponsor
of the Year: Blackstone
Blackstone’s energy and natural
resources team scored two
significant hits this year - both
globally significant deals. The
private equity firm has
patiently built up a range of
investments in the division,
which is headed from New York
by David Foley. This year it
raised debt, via a reserve based
loan (RBL), and equity on its
investment in the multi billion
dollar Jubilee oil field in Ghana.
And then it project financed its
Meerwind offshore wind farm
off Germany. Both deals were
large, complex and transacted
in a straightforward manner.
Blackstone’s involvement in
the sector is perhaps
understated. But it owns
independent power producer
(IPP) Sithe Global which is due
to commission the US$900m
Bujagali hydro power project in
Uganda in January 2012. Being a
PE house, many of its deals
have structured/project finance
attached - including Bujagli
which was project finance in
early 2008. In addition
Blackstone has a stake in Indian
IPP developer Moser Baer which
project financed a 1200MW
plant in Madya Pradesh in May
this year and announced plans

for 300MW of solar in India and
other countries recently.
The Kosmos deal was one of
the most significant oil and gas
transactions this year. Kosmos
Energy has 23.49% of Jubilee. It
completed its IPO in New York
in May, giving the company a
value near US$7bn. Kosmos is
jointly owned by Blackstone
and Warburg Pincus. It raised
US$594m in the IPO. The deal
was led by Citigroup, Barclays
Capital and Credit Suisse.
At the same time it raised a
US$2bn seven-year loan from
Absa Capita (Barclays), BNP
Paribas, Credit Agricole, HSBC,
SG and Standard Chartered
priced competitively at between
325bp to 475bp. The deal
includes an accordion feature
that allows it to be increased to
US$3bn. Fifteen banks joined
the lead arrangers in the
syndication process.
Meerwind was one of the two
mega German offshore wind
farm deals which reached a
close over the summer, the
other being Global Tech. The
comparsion between the two
was obviously interesting
although both were different.
Global Tech was put together by
local German companies and

was said to be more bank
friendly. It sold well in
syndication. Meerwind has a
less attractive structure for the
banks but still managed to raise
€385m of project debt from the
commercial banks. KfW and
EKF provided €510m of debt
directly.
The deal benefitted from the
attractive tariffs available to
German offshore wind farms.
The Blackstone team therefore
concentrated on getting the
contractual structure right on
the deal. A small team of a
dozen employees and
consultants based in
Bremerhaven worked on
getting the eight supply
contracts into a bankable state.
Peter Giller worked on the
scheme for Blackstone and he
worked closely with Watson
Farley & Williams partner Malte
Jordan on the contractual
arrangements. Giller is well
known in project finance
circles. In the 1990s he was
head of ABB Ventures and then
moved to head the new
International Power company in
2000 until 2002. Blackstone’s
NY team then led the project
financing advised by Green
Giraffe Energy Bankers.
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F2i and AXA’s jumbo refinancing
of their three Italian gas
networks defied expectations,
with 12 banks providing a more
than €2bn debt package.
Whereas F2i and AXA financed
their two previous gas network
acquisitions (Enel Rete and E.On
Rete) separately, the sponsor
group opted for a bold three
network refinancing when
acquiring G6 Rete from GDF Suez.
After sounding out the capital
markets to no avail, the sponsors
approached the banks from the
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previous deals with the prospect
of a big bank debt solution.
Twelve banks entered
negotiations for the deal in
June, but two dropped out early
on. JP Morgan was first to drop
out, with the US bank believed
to be uncomfortable with the
deal’s seven-year tenor.
Santander soon followed suit as
the bank does not consider Italy
a key market. The deal
attracted two new banks,
however, Centrobanca and ING.
Although Centrobanca took a

small €30m ING put forward
€120m, constituting the largest
amount of entirely fresh debt
committed to the project.
Commitments were signed at
the start of August, just before a
new round of sovereign
downgrades for Italy while the
ECB tried to staunch rising
Italian bond yields. Banks had
every right to demand a margin
flex, but held back due to the
quality of sponsors and given
the opportunity for new
business from them further
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